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A CHESNUT FILLY
(IRE)

Helmet (AUS)
Aptina (USA) (2004)
Exceed And Excel (AUS)

Aptitude (USA)
Binary (GB)

Danehill (USA)
Patrona (USA)
Singspiel (IRE)
Anna Matrushka
A P Indy (USA)
Dokki (USA)
Rainbow Quest (USA)
Balabina (USA)

E.B.F. Nominated.
B.C. Nominated.

1st Dam
APTINA (USA), unraced;
dam of five winners
from 6 runners and 6 foals of racing age viz-

TOUCH THE CLOUDS (GB) (2011 g. by Sleeping Indian (GB)), won 6 races at 2 years and £25,626 and placed 6 times.
NAPINDA (GB) (2010 f. by Sleeping Indian (GB)), won 6 races at 3 and 5 years, 2015 at home and in Qatar and £34,387 and placed 18 times.
CRAZY FEELING (IRE) (2013 f. by Alfred Nobel (IRE)), won 3 races at 2 years, 2015 in Italy and placed 3 times.
FINN'S RAINBOW (GB) (2008 g. by Ifraaj (GB)), won 2 races at 3 years and placed 4 times.
AROUND THE CORNER (IRE) (2012 f. by Champs Elysees (GB)), won 2 races at 2 and 3 years, 2015 in Sweden and £21,621 and placed 3 times.

She also has a 2015 filly by Zoffany (IRE).

2nd Dam
BINARY (GB), won
3 races at 3 and 4 years in France and in U.S.A. and £50,660 including Prix des Tuileries, Saint-Cloud, L., placed second in Prix de Psyche, Deauville, Gr.3; Own sister to BEQUEATH (GB);
dam of four winners
from 6 runners and 7 foals of racing age including-

BINARY FILE (USA) (c. by Nureyev (USA)), Champion miler in Scandinavia in 2005, Champion older horse in Scandinavia in 2006, won 7 races at home, in Denmark, in Norway and in Sweden and £243,598 including Marit Sveaas Minnelop, Ovrevoll, Gr.3, Persimmon Homes Strensall Stakes, York, L., Hangover Square Pokallob, Copenhagen, L., Framms Memorial, Jagersro, L. and Swedish Open Mile, Taby, L., placed 20 times including second in Prix Dollar Fouquet's Barriere, Longchamp, Gr.2, Stockholm Cup International, Taby, Gr.3, Stockholms Stora Pris, Taby, L., Dansk Jockey Club Cup, Copenhagen, L. (twice), third in Marit Sveaas Minnelop, Ovrevoll, Gr.3, Hangover Square Pokallob, Copenhagen, L. and Stockholms Stora Pris, Taby, L.; sire.

Binche (USA), placed once at Gr.3; dam of winners.

PROVISIO (GB), 9 races at 2 to 5 years in France and in U.S.A. and £1,029,643 including Frank E Kilroe Mile Handicap, Santa Anita, Gr.1, Diana Stakes, Saratoga, Gr.1, Just A Game Stakes, Belmont Park, Gr.1 and Abu Dhabi First Lady Stakes, Keeneland, Gr.1, placed 9 times including second in Meon Valley Stud Fillies' Mile Stakes, Ascot, Gr.1, Juddmonte Spinster Stakes, Keeneland, Gr.1, Santa Monica Handicap, Santa Anita, Gr.1, third in Prix Rothschild, Deauville, Gr.1 and Montjeu Coolmore Prix Saint-Alary, Longchamp, Gr.1.

BYWORD (GB), Champion older horse in France in 2010, 7 races at home and in France, £699,385 including Prince of Wales's Stakes, Ascot, Gr.1, second in Prix d'Ispahan, Longchamp, Gr.1, third in Juddmonte International Stakes, York, Gr.1.

3rd Dam
Balabina (USA), won
1 race at 3 years and placed 5 times including third in Sir Charles Clore Memorial Stakes, Newbury, L. and fourth in Cheveley Park Stud Sun Chariot Stakes, Newmarket, Gr.2; Own sister to PEACETIME (USA) and QUIET FLING (USA);
dam of eleven winners
from 11 runners and 12 foals of racing age including-

BAL HARBOUR (GB), won 4 races at 2, 4 and 5 years including Gala Stakes, Kempton Park, L., and Child & Co. Superlative Stakes, Newmarket, L., placed second in Prix Gontaut-Biron, Deauville, Gr.3 and third in Hardwicke Stakes, Royal Ascot, Gr.2; sire.
BEQUEATH (GB), won 2 races at 4 years including Fred Archer Stakes, Newmarket, L.
Bina Gardens (GB), won 2 races at 3 years and placed 3 times including third in Aston Park Stakes, Newbury, L., from only 6 starts.

Bolivia (USA), unraced; dam of winners.

Cochabamba (IRE), 2 races and placed second in Rockfel Stakes, Newmarket, Gr.2. CROWN (IRE), 3 races at 2 and 3 years; dam of GLOBAL APPLAUSE (GB), 2 races at 2 years, 2016 including National Stakes, Sandown Park, L., placed 3 times including third in Molecomb Stakes, Goodwood, Gr.3, from only 6 starts.